
Martin   County   Fl   937   Honor   Guard   Expectation   Contract  
As   a   member   of   the   Flying   Tiger   Honor   Guard   you   have   different   expectations   and   are   held   to 
different   standards   than   your   peers.   Not   only   are   you   in   JROTC   but   you   are   part   of   an   elite 
group   of   individuals   who   are   the   face   of   our   unit.   These   expectations   are   listed   below   and   are   to 
be   followed   at   all   times.   Violation   of   these   expectations   leave   you   subject   to   temporary 
probationary   measures   or   permanent   expulsion   from   the   team.  
 
 
Expectations   include   but   not   limited   to   the   following: 

1. Uniform   wear   will   always   be   to   the   highest   standard.   Any   forgetting   of   the   uniform   on 
uniform   day   or   a   grade   below   90   on   any   uniform   inspection   will   be   followed   with 
disciplinary   action. 

2. Practice   is   key.   We   understand   missing   practice   for   illness,   emergency   family   situations, 
other   clubs(with   approval),   or   any   other   excuse   brought   to   and   approved   by   Sgt.   Joyce. 
That   being   said   unexcused   absences   are   not   tolerated.   A   cadet   is   allowed   two   excused 
and   one   unexcused   absence   per   month.   Attendance   will   be   taken   and   reported   at   all 
formal   meetings   and   practices.  

3. PDA   is   never   allowed!!      In   uniform   there   is   to   be   absolutely   zero   PDA.   Out   of   uniform 
only   PDA   allowed   under   student   behavior   expectations   will   be   tolerated. 

4. Respect   those   cadets   in   positions   of   authority   above   you   as   well   as   your   instructors.   If 
you   disagree   with   any   command   or   movement   instructed   this   must   be   addressed 
appropriately.   Openly   challenging   or   defying   instruction   during   practice   or   any 
performance   will   not   be   tolerated   and   is   grounds   for   immediate   dismissal. 

5. You   must   always   prepare   early   and   be   ready   to   perform   at   a   minimum   20   minutes   before 
scheduled   performance   time.   This   means   you   are   fully   dressed,   to   include   Honor   Guard 
gear   and   in   ready   position   awaiting   further   instruction. 

6. You   are   responsible   for   your   equipment   assigned   to   you.   It   must   be   stored   appropriately, 
and   you   will   be   held   financially   liable   for   any   damage   that   comes   to   your   equipment   due 
to   your   lack   of   attention   to   detail   and   care   for   the   equipment.   Hats,   Belts,   Gloves   and 
Cords   will   be   stored   in   your   box   labeled   with   your   name   and   in   the   cabinet.   Rifles   will   be 
stored   in   the   gun   cabinet   and   flags   in   the   flag   storage   stand.    AT   NO   TIME   ARE   YOU 
ALLOWED   TO   TAKE   ADDITIONAL   NEW   EQUIPMENT   FROM   SUPPLY      OR   ANY 
OTHER   MEMBERS   BOX 

7. Remember,   you   represent   our   corps,   our   school,   AFJROTC,   and   the   USAF.   It   is   a 
serious   responsibility   that   you   must   not   take   lightly. 

 
Violation   of   any   of   these   rules   and   regulations   will   result   in   disciplinary   actions.   If   you 
understand   and   agree   to   all   of   these   statements   please   sign   below.  
 
Cadet   Signature:   ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Date:   ____________________ 


